1. Overview

This addendum consists of questions that have been submitted to Salem State University after the vendor site visit and additional drawings that were requested during the vendor site visit.

2. Questions

- **Q**: Can you provide the approximate scale of the floor plan or dimensions for the buildings?
  
  o A: This information has been requested, will provide as soon as possible.

- **Q**: Can we expect to receive the Outside Plant information soon as well?
  
  o A: Provided on 1/6/17

- **Q**: During the site visit it was noted that dark fiber is available at two locations from a specific provider. Could you document that information for us please?
  
  o A: LightTower (our current ISP) has dark fiber available in Building 1 (Bertolon School of Business); and is currently working to install in the Auditorium (will be available by Spring 2017).